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My Inappropriate Life
Some Material May Not Be Suitable
for Small Children, Nuns, Or Mature
Adults
Simon and Schuster A comedy writer on the televison show "Chelsea Lately"
shares her misadventures with married life and parenthood, describing her
relationship with next-door parents, her baby-seeking sister, and
judgmental neighborhood moms.

You'll Never Blue Ball in This Town

2

Again
One Woman's Painfully Funny
Quest to Give It Up
Simon and Schuster New York Times bestselling author, comedian, and
Chelsea Lately writer Heather McDonald’s hilarious true story of ﬁnding
herself in the predicament of being an unwilling virgin at the age of
twenty-seven. Can’t a girl dress like a hooker, dance like a stripper, and
kiss like a porn star and still be a nineteen-year-old virgin? You’ll Never
Blue Ball in This Town Again is the laugh-out-loud story of an attractive Los
Angeles woman who found herself in the predicament of being an unwilling
virgin. As an actress, writer, and stand-up comedienne, Heather McDonald
passed up ample opportunities to have her V-card revoked by handsome,
rich, and sometimes even fabulously famous men, but she could not bring
herself to do “it” until well after her friends had been deﬂowered. As
Chelsea Handler so lovingly puts it, “Thank God Heather waited twentyseven years to lose her virginity or she wouldn’t have any material for this
book.” Whether in a backseat, a community pool, or a sports stadium, with
a frat boy, a doctor, or an A-list celebrity, Heather McDonald knew how to
turn those boys blue. Unlike “putting out,” blue balling might not have
paid her rent or landed her free trips to Hawaii, but it did provide her with
hilarious stories and adventures in her search for true love—and,
ultimately, her very own happy ending. Now, Heather McDonald will never
blue ball in this town again.

Deal With It
A Whole New Approach to Your
Body, Brain and Life as a GURL
Simon and Schuster Addresses common questions on topics such as
sexuality, peer pressure, and eating disorders

Has Anyone Seen My Pants?
Simon and Schuster The best-selling author of Life as I Blow It documents her
haphazard journey through America and Mexico as she embarks on crying
jags in nail salons, mother-daughter road trips, Iowan casinos and singleshaming resorts. Original.
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You'll Never Spa in This Town Again
Robert Randolph reveals the "gay spa subculture" of the spas City Spa and
Century Spa and its celebrity members.

Teaching Young Learners in a
Superdiverse World
Multimodal Approaches and
Perspectives
Taylor & Francis This book documents a collaborative action research project
in one school where researchers and practitioners worked together to
develop multimodal literacies and pedagogies for diverse, multilingual
elementary classrooms. Following chronologically from Lotherington’s
Pedagogy of Multiliteracies (2011), this volume picks up after teachers and
researchers have learned how to work eﬃciently as a learning community
to oﬀer project-based learning approaches. This edited collection relates
how teachers and students of diﬀerent grade levels, language
backgrounds, and abilities developed a shared agenda and created a
framework for eﬀective and inclusive practices. Contributors demonstrate
that collaboration, creative pedagogical solutions and innovative projectbased learning are all essential parts of learning and teaching socially
appropriate and responsive literacies in a multimodal, superdiverse world.

I Can Barely Take Care of Myself
Tales From a Happy Life Without
Kids
Simon and Schuster Discusses the author's choice to not have children and
how it shapes and aﬀects her comedy career, and provides humorous
advice to those making similiar choices on how to handle friends and family
pressuring them to have a child.

Before She Was Found
HarperCollins UK ‘Eerily page-turning and wonderfully twisty.’ Kimberly
McCreight, New York Times bestselling author One of them knows what
happened that night...
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Three-minute Tales
Stories from Around the World to
Tell Or Read when Time is Short
august house Oﬀers over eighty short stories from around the globe,
including Asia, Mexico, and eastern Europe.

Fast Food Nation
The Dark Side of the All-American
Meal
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt Explores the homogenization of American culture
and the impact of the fast food industry on modern-day health, economy,
politics, popular culture, entertainment, and food production.

Three Sisters
The Conclusion to the Tattooist of
Auschwitz Trilogy
Zaﬀre

Blackwing
The Raven's Mark Book One
Hachette UK The republic faces annihilation, despite the vigilance of
Galharrow's Blackwings. When a raven tattoo rips itself from his arm to
deliver a desperate message, Galharrow and a mysterious noblewoman
must investigate a long dead sorcerer's legacy. But there is a conspiracy
within the citadel: traitors, ﬂesh-eaters and the ghosts of the wastelands
seek to destroy them, but if they cannot solve the ancient wizard's
paradox, the Deep Kings will walk the earth again, and all will be lost. The
war with the Eastern Empire ended in stalemate some eighty years ago,
thanks to Nall's 'Engine', a wizard-crafted weapon so powerful even the
Deep Kings feared it. The strike of the Engine created the Misery - a
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wasteland full of ghosts and corrupted magic that now forms a No Mans
Land along the frontier. But when Galharrow investigates a frontier
fortress, he discovers complacency bordering on treason: then the walls
are stormed, and the Engine fails to launch. Galharrow only escapes
because of the preternatural magical power of the noblewoman he was
supposed to be protecting. Together, they race to the capital to unmask
the traitors and restore the republic's defences. Far across the Misery a
vast army is on the move, as the Empire prepares to call the republic's
bluﬀ. Blackwing is a gritty epic fantasy for fans of Mark Lawrence, Scott
Lynch and Daniel Polansky.

The Rogue of Islay Isle
Entangled: Scandalous Cullen Duﬃe, a Highland warrior and charming rogue,
is the new chief of Clan MacDonald. Determined to prove he’s not his
father, Cullen works to secure his clan against the English. When a woman
washes onto Islay’s shores, Cullen protects her from his uncles’ schemes.
Waking up not knowing who she is or where she comes from, Rose is at the
mercy of the man who found her. Unable to speak from the swelling around
her throat from a rope tether, she learns as much as she can about the new
world around her and the powerful, sword-wielding Highlander who has
sworn to protect her. Through dreams and ﬂashes of her past, Rose begins
to rebuild her memories. But the more she recalls about the horror she
escaped, the more she realizes the jeopardy she is bringing to Islay, Clan
MacDonald and the Highlander who has captured her heart. Each book in
the Highland Isles series is STANDALONE: * The Beast of Aros Castle * The
Rogue of Islay Isle * The Wolf of Kisimul Castle * The Devil of Dunakin
Castle

Girl Who Wore Too Much
A Folktale from Thailand
august house Spoiled and vain, Aree cannot decide which of her many silken
dresses and lavish jewels to wear to the dance, so she wears them all.

Stink and the Attack of the Slime
Mold
Candlewick Press After learning about slime molds during the Saturday
Science Club, Stink ﬁnds the organism growing in his room and starting to
take over the world.
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The Perfect Child
Thomas & Mercer A page-turning debut of suspense about a young couple
desperate to have a child of their own--and the unsettling consequences of
getting what they always wanted. Christopher and Hannah are a happily
married surgeon and nurse with picture-perfect lives. All that's missing is a
child. When Janie, an abandoned six-year-old, turns up at their hospital,
Christopher forms an instant connection with her, and he convinces
Hannah they should take her home as their own. But Janie is no ordinary
child, and her damaged psyche proves to be more than her new parents
were expecting. Janie is ﬁercely devoted to Christopher, but she acts out in
increasingly disturbing ways, directing all her rage at Hannah. Unable to
bond with Janie, Hannah is drowning under the pressure, and Christopher
refuses to see Janie's true nature. Hannah knows that Janie is manipulating
Christopher and isolating him from her, despite Hannah's attempts to bring
them all together. But as Janie's behavior threatens to tear Christopher
and Hannah apart, the truth behind Janie's past may be enough to push
them all over the edge.

Onions in the Stew
Dramatic Publishing The bestselling author of the American humor classic The
Egg and I continues the adventure with this collection of tales about life on
the fringe of the Western wilderness. Writing in the 1950s, Betty
MacDonald, sophisticated and urbane, captivated readers with her
observations about raising a family on an island in Puget Sound. As usual,
humorist MacDonald is her own favorite target. She manages to get herself
into scrapes with washing machines set adrift in rowboats, used cars, and
a $25 Turkey Squasher. And then there's the scariest aspect of island life -teenaged children.

Stink and the Hairy Scary Spider
Candlewick Press Stink’s spider phobia spurs his sister, Judy, and friend
Webster to try some desensitization techniques—until a real-life encounter
takes them by surprise—in a hilarious episode oﬀering a bonus origami
activity. Creepy! Crawly! Criminy! Everyone knows that Stink is bonkers
about most scientiﬁc things. But there’s one exception: dangle a spider in
front of him and he goes berserk! Stink is so freaked out by spiders that he
can’t read about them. He can’t look at them. He can’t think about them.
And he for-sure can’t touch them! Stink has arachnophobia (a fear of
spiders), and he has it bad. But when a hairy backyard emergency arises,
Stink is forced to face his fear—and eight beady eyes—head-on. Will he
manage to tame the heebie-jeebies, or will he remain stuck in his web of
terror? Arachno-fans will love the comics sprinkled throughout with facts
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about spiders as well as a hands-on origami challenge.

Hanging Out, Messing Around, and
Geeking Out
Kids Living and Learning with New
Media
MIT Press An examination of young people's everyday new media
practices—including video-game playing, text-messaging, digital media
production, and social media use. Conventional wisdom about young
people's use of digital technology often equates generational identity with
technology identity: today's teens seem constantly plugged in to video
games, social networking sites, and text messaging. Yet there is little
actual research that investigates the intricate dynamics of youths' social
and recreational use of digital media. Hanging Out, Messing Around, and
Geeking Out ﬁlls this gap, reporting on an ambitious three-year
ethnographic investigation into how young people are living and learning
with new media in varied settings—at home, in after-school programs, and
in online spaces. Integrating twenty-three case studies—which include
Harry Potter podcasting, video-game playing, music sharing, and online
romantic breakups—in a unique collaborative authorship style, Hanging
Out, Messing Around, and Geeking Out is distinctive for its combination of
in-depth description of speciﬁc group dynamics with conceptual analysis.

This Is How I Lied
A Novel
Harlequin Gudenkauf proves herself the master of the smart, suspenseful
small-town thriller that gets right under your skin.” —Gilly Macmillan, New
York Times bestselling author of The Nanny Everyone has a secret they’ll
do anything to hide… Twenty-ﬁve years ago, the body of sixteen-year-old
Eve Knox was found in the caves near her home in small-town Grotto,
Iowa—discovered by her best friend, Maggie, and her sister, Nola. There
were a handful of suspects, including her boyfriend, Nick, but without
suﬃcient evidence the case ultimately went cold. For decades Maggie was
haunted by Eve’s death and that horrible night. Now a detective in Grotto,
and seven months pregnant, she is thrust back into the past when a new
piece of evidence surfaces and the case is reopened. As Maggie
investigates and reexamines the clues, secrets about what really happened
begin to emerge. But someone in town knows more than they’re letting on,
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and they’ll stop at nothing to keep the truth buried deep. And don’t miss
Heather’s latest book, AN OVERNIGHT GUEST! You’ll be chilled and riveted
from start to ﬁnish with this story of an unexpected visitor and a deadly
snowstorm! Check out these other riveting novels of suspense by
bestselling author Heather Gudenkauf: The Weight of Silence These Things
Hidden One Breath Away Little Mercies Missing Pieces Not a Sound Before
She Was Found

The Night Olivia Fell
Simon and Schuster USA TODAY BESTSELLER In the vein of Big Little Lies and
Reconstructing Amelia comes an “atmospheric, absorbing page-turner”
(Heather Gudenkauf, New York Times bestselling author) about a mother
unraveling the truth behind how her daughter became brain dead. And
pregnant. A search for the truth. A lifetime of lies. In the small hours of the
morning, Abi Knight is startled awake by the phone call no mother ever
wants to get: her teenage daughter Olivia has fallen oﬀ a bridge. Not only
is Olivia brain dead, she’s pregnant and must remain on life support to
keep her baby alive. And then Abi sees the angry bruises circling Olivia’s
wrists. When the police unexpectedly rule Olivia’s fall an accident, Abi
decides to ﬁnd out what really happened that night. Heartbroken and
grieving, she unravels the threads of her daughter’s life. Was Olivia’s fall
an accident? Or something far more sinister? In this “complex, emotionally
intense ﬁrst novel” (Publishers Weekly), USA TODAY bestselling author
Christina McDonald weaves a suspenseful and heartwrenching tale of
hidden relationships, devastating lies, and the power of a mother’s love.
With ﬂashbacks of Olivia’s own resolve to uncover family secrets, this taut
and poignant novel asks: how well do you know your children? And how
well do they know you?

Julia's Daughters
Kensington Books A novel that explores the surprising ways that
families—even the most fractured—can save each other, over and over
again by the author of Finding Georgina. Julia Maxton can’t imagine
anything worse than losing one of her three daughters—until the day
seventeen-year-old Haley runs a stop sign, killing her younger sister
Caitlin. Six weeks after the crash, the family is falling apart. Julia struggles
not to show hostility toward Haley, but her deep-rooted anger won’t go
away. Her husband, Ben, has drifted away emotionally. Their youngest
daughter, Izzy, is lost in the shuﬄe. And despite Haley’s insistence that
she’s ﬁne, her actions scream otherwise. Fearing that she’s about to lose a
second child, Julia decides to take Haley on a cross-country drive. Maybe
somewhere between Nevada and Maine they can bridge the gulf between
them. But ﬁrst there will be painful questions to face—is Julia a good
mother? Did she secretly love responsible, respectful Caitlin more than
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deﬁant Haley? Can Haley ever ﬁnd peace with her mother—and
herself—again? In Colleen Faulkner’s most thought-provoking and complex
novel to date, an unthinkable tragedy becomes the starting place for a
powerful journey toward healing and hope. Praise for Colleen Faulkner’s
Just Like Other Daughters “This deeply moving story of maternal love and
renewal will touch your heart. It’s a celebration of the capacity of the
human heart to heal itself and embrace change, beautifully written with
rare insight.”—Susan Wiggs, #1 New York Times–bestselling author “Be
prepared to weep tears of sorrow as well as tears of joy. This is a novel you
won’t soon forget.” —Holly Chamberlin, author of Barefoot in the Sand

It Takes a Witch
A Wishcraft Mystery
Penguin FIRST IN THE NATIONAL BESTSELLING WISHCRAFT MYSTERY
SERIES! Darcy Merriweather and her sister, Harper, hail from a long line of
witches who have the power to grant wishes using spells. They’ve come to
Enchanted Village in Salem, Massachusetts, to join the family business, but
soon ﬁnd themselves knee-deep in murder… Until three weeks ago, Darcy
and her sister, Harper, were working dead-end jobs and trying to put their
troubles behind them. Then their Aunt Velma delivered a bombshell:
they’re actually Wishcrafters—witches with the power to grant wishes with
a mere spell. Wanting a fresh start, they head to their aunt’s magicthemed tourist town to master their newfound skills. But their magic fails
them when a wanna-be witch turns up dead—strangled with Aunt Ve’s
scarf—and Ve’s sweetheart, Sylar, is found looming over the body. Ve is
standing by her man, but Darcy overheard Sylar wish that the victim would
disappear—forever. With Harper distracted by her handsome new crush,
Darcy is determined to sleuth her way to the truth. But it’ll take more than
a wish to unravel this mystery...

The Royal We
Head of Zeus LOVING PRINCE HARRY AND MEGHAN MARKLE’S ENGAGEMENT?
Fall in love with the perfect book to feed your royal addiction... where an
unassuming American meets the future king of England... Rebecca Porter
was never one for fairy tales. Her twin sister is the romantic who fantasizes
about glamour, fame and fortune – Bex has always been a tomboy. So when
she spends a year at Oxford, and ﬁnds herself living down the hall from
Prince Nicholas, she is the only girl not interested in dating the future king.
But eventually Bex can't resist falling for Nick, and as their friendship turns
to romance, Bex becomes immersed in ritzy society, dazzling ski trips, and
dinners at Kensington Palace – a world away from her humble upbringing.
The relationship also comes with unimaginable baggage: hysterical
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tabloids, Nick's sparkling ex-girlfriends, and a family whose private life is
much thornier and more tragic than anyone on the outside knows. The
pressures are almost too much to bear, as Bex struggles to reconcile the
man she loves with the monarch he's fated to become. WHAT THEY’RE
SAYING ABOUT THE ROYAL WE... 'Pages of biting humor and breathtaking
glamour rewrite a fairy tale into something more satisfying than a stack of
tabloids' KIRKUS. 'A breezy, juicy novel that's like The Princess Diaries with
fewer made-up countries and more sex' ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY. 'Royal
watchers and chick-lit fans alike will delight in this sparkling tale. Pure fun'
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY. 'The pages turn as easily as a tabloid feature on the
royal couple - and you'll end up just as obsessed with Bex and Nick'
GLAMOUR. 'A joy from start to ﬁnish. The Royal We is that rare novel that
makes you think, makes you cry, and is such fun to read that you'll want to
clear your schedule until you've turned the ﬁnal page. But be warned Cocks and Morgan have created a world so rich, a romance so compelling,
and characters so funny and alive, that you'll be terribly sad to see them
go' J. COURTNEY SULLIVAN, New York Times-bestselling author of The
Engagements and Maine. 'A delicious romp of a royal romance' MACLEAN'S.
'A thoroughly entertaining, funny and romantic read' A SPOONFUL OF
HAPPY ENDINGS. 'If you love the Royal family and a juicy tabloid read [...]
you must check out The Royal We' CONFESSIONS OF A BOOK ADDICT. 'A
fun, addictive read and it's one I know I will be re-reading again'
STEPHANIE'S BOOK REVIEWS.

Borders, Asylum and Global NonCitizenship
The Other Side of the Fence
Cambridge University Press Explores the experiences of irregular migrants
and refugees crossing borders as they resist global migration controls.

Candid Conversations
Real Women. Real Life. Real Faith.
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Life isn't always sunshine and
chocolate. It's hard. Being a Christian doesn't change that.In Candid
Conversations you'll read real life stories from real Christian women, and
how God has used their struggles to either reﬁne their faith or used their
faith to help them weather the storm. From struggling with doubts to
dealing with the loss of a loved one, these women lay it all out. They aren't
afraid to get real, because they know God can use their struggles to
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inspire, encourage, and reach others all for His glory.Heather Hart, founder
of the #CandidlyChristian movement, encourages readers to be honest and
look for ways they can relate to each story. Then take that mentality into
their everyday lives and start having candid conversations with those
around them. Because when we share our struggles, when we are real,
that's when we truly point others to Jesus.So what are you waiting for? It's
time to get Candid.

Josephine
The Hungry Heart
Rowman & Littleﬁeld This revelatory biography of Folies-Bergere dance
Josephine Baker (1906-1975) is a study of struggle, triumph, and tragedy.
Abandoned at birth, she battled racism, poverty, and sexism to become an
international star.

The Sisters Club
Candlewick Press From the author of the Judy Moody books, this exciting
novel captures the warmth, humor, and squabbles of three spunky sisters.
Meet the Sisters Club: twelve-year-old Alex, aspiring actress and born
drama queen; eight-year-old Joey, homework lover and pioneer wannabe;
and smack in the middle, ten-year-old Stevie, the glue that holds them
together -- through dinner disasters, disputes over stolen lucky sweaters,
and Alex’s going gaga over her leading man. Playfully weaving Stevie’s
narration with Alex’s scripts, Joey’s notebook entries, and hilarious
elements such as "How to Swear in Shakespeare" and "Dear Sock Monkey"
letters, this hugely engaging novel showcases Megan McDonald’s ear for
dialogue, comic timing, and insight into the ever-changing dynamics of
sisterhood.

Child L2, Adult L2, Child L1
Diﬀerences and Similarities ; a
Study on the Acquisition of Direct
Object Scrambling in Dutch
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The Chanel Sisters
A Novel
Harlequin A USA Today and Globe and Mail bestseller! A novel of survival,
love, loss, triumph—and the sisters who changed fashion forever
Antoinette and Gabrielle “Coco” Chanel know they’re destined for
something better. Abandoned by their family at a young age, they’ve
grown up under the guidance of nuns preparing them for simple lives as
the wives of tradesmen or shopkeepers. At night, their secret stash of
romantic novels and magazine cutouts beneath the ﬂoorboards are all they
have to keep their dreams of the future alive. The walls of the convent
can’t shield them forever, and when they’re ﬁnally of age, the Chanel
sisters set out together with a ﬁerce determination to prove themselves
worthy to a society that has never accepted them. Their journey propels
them out of poverty and to the stylish cafés of Moulins, the dazzling
performance halls of Vichy—and to a small hat shop on the rue Cambon in
Paris, where a boutique business takes hold and expands to the glamorous
French resort towns. But the sisters’ lives are again thrown into turmoil
when World War I breaks out, forcing them to make irrevocable choices,
and they’ll have to gather the courage to fashion their own places in the
world, even if apart from each other. “The Chanel Sisters explores with
care the timeless need for belonging, purpose, and love, and the heart’s
relentless pursuit of these despite daunting odds. Beautifully told to the
last page.” —Susan Meissner, bestselling author of The Last Year of the
War

SOS Help for Parents
A Practical Guide for Handling
Common Everyday Behavior
Problems
This second edition of "SOS" provides parents with guidance for handling a
variety of common behavior problems based on the behavior approach to
child rearing and discipline. This approach suggests that good and bad
behavior are both learned and can be changed, and proposes speciﬁc
methods, skills, procedures, and strategies for parents to use in getting
improved behavior from their children. The guide is divided into four
sections. Section 1 presents some fundamentals of child behavior and
eﬀective discipline. Some of the causes of children's misbehavior are
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examined as well as ways of increasing good behavior and eliminating bad
ones. Section 2 provides advice for implementing the "time-out" method.
Section 3 gives suggestions on how to: (1) manage bad behavior away from
home; (2) use points, tokens, and contracts; (3) use time-out on two
children at the same time; (4) use time-out on a toy instead of the child;
(5) handle aggressive and dangerous behavior; and (6) help children
express feelings. Section 4 suggests some additional resources for helping
children. Each chapter includes a review of the most important ideas and
instructions presented. The book's two appendices include an index of
problem behaviors, quizzes and answers for parents, more resources for
professionals, and tear-out sheets for parents and teachers. Approximately
60 references are included. A videotape, not available from ERIC,
demonstrates the child-rearing rules, and errors to avoid, as well as other
child management methods. A printed "Video Leader's Guide" for the
training leaders provides objectives, suggested outlines for workshops,
and guidelines for discussing the behavior vignettes in the video.
Workshop evaluation forms and handouts are appended. A parent audio
cassette on how to use "time out" eﬀectively is also part of this multimedia
package. (HTH)

Kliatt Young Adult Paperback Book
Guide
Slavery and the British Country
House
In 2007 English Heritage commissioned initial research into links with
transatlantic slavery or its abolition amongst families who owned
properties now in its care. This was part of the commitment by English
Heritage to commemorate the bicentenary of the abolition of the British
transatlantic slave trade with work that would make a real diﬀerence to
our understanding of the historic environment in the longer term. The
research ﬁndings and those of other scholars and heritage practitioners
were presented at the 'Slavery and the British Country House' conference
which brought together academics, heritage professionals, country house
owners and community researchers from across Britain to explore how
country houses might be reconsidered in the light of their slavery linkages
and how such links have been and might be presented to visitors. Since
then the conference papers have been updated and reworked into a cutting
edge volume which represents the most current and comprehensive
consideration of slavery and the British country house as yet undertaken.
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Convergence Culture
Where Old and New Media Collide
NYU Press “What the future fortunes of [Gramsci’s] writings will be, we
cannot know. However, his permanence is already suﬃciently sure, and
justiﬁes the historical study of his international reception. The present
collection of studies is an indispensable foundation for this.” —Eric
Hobsbawm, from the preface Antonio Gramsci is a giant of Marxian thought
and one of the world's greatest cultural critics. Antonio A. Santucci is
perhaps the world's preeminent Gramsci scholar. Monthly Review Press is
proud to publish, for the ﬁrst time in English, Santucci’s masterful
intellectual biography of the great Sardinian scholar and revolutionary.
Gramscian terms such as “civil society” and “hegemony” are much used in
everyday political discourse. Santucci warns us, however, that these words
have been appropriated by both radicals and conservatives for
contemporary and often self-serving ends that often have nothing to do
with Gramsci’s purposes in developing them. Rather what we must do, and
what Santucci illustrates time and again in his dissection of Gramsci’s
writings, is absorb Gramsci’s methods. These can be summed up as the
suspicion of “grand explanatory schemes,” the unity of theory and
practice, and a focus on the details of everyday life. With respect to the
last of these, Joseph Buttigieg says in his Nota: “Gramsci did not set out to
explain historical reality armed with some full-ﬂedged concept, such as
hegemony; rather, he examined the minutiae of concrete social, economic,
cultural, and political relations as they are lived in by individuals in their
speciﬁc historical circumstances and, gradually, he acquired an
increasingly complex understanding of how hegemony operates in many
diverse ways and under many aspects within the capillaries of society.”
The rigor of Santucci’s examination of Gramsci’s life and work matches
that of the seminal thought of the master himself. Readers will be
enlightened and inspired by every page.

Grant$ for Social Services
Who's who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges
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The Liberation of Alice Love
Random House Will the real Alice Love please stand up? Alice Love keeps her
life running in perfect order, so when her bank card is declined, she thinks
it's just a simple mistake. But she soon discovers that someone has
emptied every penny from her bank account, spending her hard-earned
savings on glamorous holidays, sexy lingerie, and a to-die-for wardrobe
and leaving Alice with thousands of pounds' worth of debt. With her
perfectly-organised world crumbling around her, Alice enlists the help of
dashing fraud investigator, Nathan, and sets about clearing her name. But
as she unravels the intriguing paper trail, she makes a shocking discovery:
her thief is closer to home than she ever imagined. Following the clues
from London to Rome and LA, Alice edges deeper into a seductive new
world, where honesty might not be the best policy, rules are made to be
broken, and the power of a gorgeous cocktail dress shouldn't be
underestimated. Perhaps her alter-ego's reckless, extravagant lifestyle is
the one Alice should have been leading all along... But as her little white
lies begin to stack up, how far will Alice go to ﬁnd the truth? And whose
life, exactly, is she ﬁghting for?

Rule of Three
Candlewick Press (MA) In Acton, Oregon, sisters Alex, Stevie, and Joey take
turns telling about their lives, including auditioning for the same part in
the school musical, baking contest-worthy cupcakes, and becoming
obsessed with "Little Women."

Ambiguous Loss
Learning to Live with Unresolved
Grief
Harvard University Press When a loved one dies we mourn our loss. We take
comfort in the rituals that mark the passing, and we turn to those around
us for support. But what happens when there is no closure, when a family
member or a friend who may be still alive is lost to us nonetheless? How,
for example, does the mother whose soldier son is missing in action, or the
family of an Alzheimer's patient who is suﬀering from severe dementia,
deal with the uncertainty surrounding this kind of loss? In this sensitive
and lucid account, Pauline Boss explains that, all too often, those
confronted with such ambiguous loss ﬂuctuate between hope and
hopelessness. Suﬀered too long, these emotions can deaden feeling and
make it impossible for people to move on with their lives. Yet the central
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message of this book is that they can move on. Drawing on her research
and clinical experience, Boss suggests strategies that can cushion the pain
and help families come to terms with their grief. Her work features the
heartening narratives of those who cope with ambiguous loss and manage
to leave their sadness behind, including those who have lost family
members to divorce, immigration, adoption, chronic mental illness, and
brain injury. With its message of hope, this eloquent book oﬀers guidance
and understanding to those struggling to regain their lives. Table of
Contents: 1. Frozen Grief 2. Leaving without Goodbye 3. Goodbye without
Leaving 4. Mixed Emotions 5. Ups and Downs 6. The Family Gamble 7. The
Turning Point 8. Making Sense out of Ambiguity 9. The Beneﬁt of a Doubt
Notes Acknowledgments Reviews of this book: You will ﬁnd yourself
thinking about the issues discussed in this book long after you put it down
and perhaps wishing you had extra copies for friends and family members
who might beneﬁt from knowing that their sorrows are not unique...This
book's value lies in its giving a name to a force many of us will confront-sadly, more than once--and providing personal stories based on 20 years of
interviews and research. --Pamela Gerhardt, Washington Post Reviews of
this book: A compassionate exploration of the eﬀects of ambiguous loss
and how those experiencing it handle this most devastating of losses ...
Boss's approach is to encourage families to talk together, to reach a
consensus about how to mourn that which has been lost and how to
celebrate that which remains. Her simple stories of families doing just that
contain lessons for all. Insightful, practical, and refreshingly free of
psychobabble. --Kirkus Review Reviews of this book: Engagingly written
and richly rewarding, this title presents what Boss has learned from many
years of treating individuals and families suﬀering from uncertain or
incomplete loss...The obvious depth of the author's understanding of
suﬀerers of ambiguous loss and the facility with which she communicates
that understanding make this a book to be recommended. --R. R.
Cornellius, Choice Reviews of this book: Written for a wide readership, the
concepts of ambiguous loss take immediate form through the many
provocative examples and stories Boss includes, All readers will ﬁnd
stories with which they will relate...Sensitive, grounded and practical, this
book should, in my estimation, be required reading for family practitioners.
--Ted Bowman, Family Forum Reviews of this book: Dr. Boss describes [the]
all-too-common phenomenon [of unresolved grief] as resulting from either
of two circumstances: when the lost person is still physically present but
emotionally absent or when the lost person is physically absent but still
emotionally present. In addition to senility, physical presence but
psychological absence may result, for example, when a person is suﬀering
from a serious mental disorder like schizophrenia or depression or
debilitating neurological damage from an accident or severe stroke, when a
person abuses drugs or alcohol, when a child is autistic or when a spouse is
a workaholic who is not really 'there' even when he or she is at
home...Cases of physical absence with continuing psychological presence
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typically occur when a soldier is missing in action, when a child disappears
and is not found, when a former lover or spouse is still very much missed,
when a child 'loses' a parent to divorce or when people are separated from
their loved ones by immigration...Professionals familiar with Dr. Boss's
work emphasised that people suﬀering from ambiguous loss were not
mentally ill, but were just stuck and needed help getting past the barrier or
unresolved grief so that they could get on with their lives. --Asian Age
Combining her talents as a compassionate family therapist and a creative
researcher, Pauline Boss eloquently shows the many and complex ways
that people can cope with the inevitable losses in contemporary family life.
A wise book, and certain to become a classic. --Constance R. Ahrons,
author of The Good Divorce A powerful and healing book. Families
experiencing ambiguous loss will ﬁnd strategies for seeing what aspects of
their loved ones remain, and for understanding and grieving what they
have lost. Pauline Boss oﬀers us both insight and clarity. --Kathy
Weingarten, Ph.D, The Family Institute of Cambridge, Harvard Medical
School

Behind Every Lie
Gallery Books From the USA TODAY bestselling author of The Night Olivia
Fell—an “emotionally charged mystery” (Mary Kubica, New York Times
bestselling author)—comes a thrilling new suspense novel about the
insidious nature of family secrets…and their deadly potential. If you can’t
remember it, how do you prove you didn’t do it? Eva Hansen wakes in the
hospital after being struck by lightning and discovers her mother, Kat, has
been murdered. Eva was found unconscious down the street. She can’t
remember what happened but the police are highly suspicious of her.
Determined to clear her name, Eva heads from Seattle to London—Kat’s
former home—for answers. But as she unravels her mother’s carefully held
secrets, Eva soon realizes that someone doesn’t want her to know the
truth. And with violent memories beginning to emerge, Eva doesn’t know
who to trust. Least of all herself. Told in alternating perspectives from
Eva’s search for answers and Kat’s mysterious past, Christina McDonald
has crafted another “complex, emotionally intense” (Publishers Weekly)
domestic thriller. Perfect for fans of Lisa Jewell’s I Found You and Karin
Slaughter’s Pieces of Her, Behind Every Lie explores the complicated
nature of mother-daughter relationships, family trauma, and the danger
behind long-held secrets.
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